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Motivation

Macroeconomists are increasingly leveraging panel datasets and
regional heterogeneity to identify economic relationships

Nakamura and Steinsson (2014); Chodorow-Reich (2019); Hazell,
Nakamura and Steinsson (2021); Glandon et al (2022)

Recent papers have also emphasized that business cycle analysis
should focus on the unemployment rate

Romer and Romer (2019); Hall and Kudlyak (2020)

Regrettably, official state-level unemployment data only begin in
1976, a significant impediment to historical state-level analyses
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Contributions

We digitize monthly state-level unemployment claims data back
to 1947 from a series of primary sources

Using this data, we construct claims-based unemployment rates,
which are highly correlated with official measures

Monthly data Jan 1947-Dec 2019, for all 50 states, DC, US

Nearly three additional decades of monthly state-level data

With this new dataset we explore various features of post-war
U.S. recessions at the national and state level

Backdated data span the first six post-war U.S. recessions
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Overview of Findings

Faster national labor market recoveries in the 1940s, 50s were
associated with greater dispersion of recovery rates across states

Sower national recoveries since the 1960s – when the U.S. was
more interconnected – have been associated with a more
uniform pace of recovery across states

Consistent with many general features of economic network
models e.g., Kali and Reyes (2010), Giroud and Mueller (2019)

Faster recoveries at the state level tend to be associated with
states with larger manufacturing sectors

Particularly true in the 1940s and 1950s, but also to a smaller
yet nonetheless significant extent since the 1960s
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Data Digitization and Construction



Digitization Overview

We digitize monthly state-level data on Initial Claims (IC) and
Continued Claims (CC) from various government reports:

Employment Security Activities, The Labor Market and
Employment Security, Unemployment Insurance Statistics,
Unemployment Insurance Review

We tracked down these primary sources/scanned tables from
HathiTrust, Google Books, Interlibrary Loan requests, and
scans from the Department of Labor’s internal library

Digitized data on monthly unemployment claims is available
online from the Department of Labor’s website for 1971+

In total, we digitized just over 36,000 monthly observations
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Digitization and Data Quality

Overall, legibility of the scans we tracked down was quite good

When we encountered legibility issues we

Obtained secondary images

Used national aggregates to detect inconsistencies

Used percentage change from previous month or annual
changes to detect errors

All digitizations had multiple sets of eyes review them

Remarkably few sum-check errors, digitization merged quite well
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Seasonal Adjustment and Outliers

We seasonally adjust the digitized data (Census Win X-13)

This process also identified „200 outliers from roughly 91,000
observations, roughly evenly distributed between our newly
digitized data and the existing DOL data

Each outlier was manually checked to evaluate if it was a
legitimate change in claims or a “fat thumb” coding error

Example of legitimate outlier: surge in LA post-Katrina

Example of “fat thumb” error: In MO June 1974 CC surged
4700% from 147,351 to 7,132,843 then back to 145,365:
Population of MO was less than 5 million

We used our best judgement in fixing the “fat thumb” errors
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Claims-based Unemployment Rates



Measuring Unemployment Rates

Unemployment rate is computed as: UR “ U
E`U

Official UR estimated from the CPS (roughly 60k households)

At the state-level, official UR (1976+) is not a measured object,
but a statistical construct

Constructed from CPS, unemployment claims, other employment
surveys, statistical filtering

Our claims data is an alternative – conceptually similar yet
different – measure of U

Use initial, continued claims as a measure of unemployed workers
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Claims-Based Unemployment Rates

Our claims-based unemployment rate for state i in month t is
computed as

URClaims
i,t “

ICi,t ` CCi,t

NPi,t ` ICi,t ` CCi,t
(1)

Where are IC ` CC is our proxy for U

We use nonfarm payroll (NP ) employment as our measure
of E (only measure of state-level employment to 1940s)



Claims-Based Unemployment Rates: Data Frequency

The digitized monthly IC,CC data reflect all claims filed with
the state unemployment office in that month

Double counting concern: An individual can show up as both
an initial claimant and a continued claimant and/or show up
repeatedly as a continued claimant in a given month

To avoid such double-counting of individuals, we convert
monthly claims to average weekly claims for ICi,t, CCi,t

Conceptually approach similar to the BLS’s reference week used
in sampling labor force activity, DOL’s insured unemployment

Monthly data are weighted by the split number of five-day
workweeks in the month (weights as the sum or workdays in each
given month, ignoring holidays, divided by five)
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Claims-Based Unemployment Rate Example: Ohio



Claims-Based Unemployment Rate: Ohio Unpacked

Correlation for overlapping sample: 0.84

Practical benefit: Our data series provides roughly three
decades of additional data, spanning six national recessions

Level difference: To be expected

Narrower pool of benefit-eligible workers, benefit exhaustion

Shouldn’t matter for business cycle analysis so long as series are
highly correlated (eg. detrending, identifying inflection points)
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Claims-Based Unemployment Rates: National

Total Employment



Conceptual Differences Between CBUR, Unemployment

While conceptually similar, our claims-based unemployment
rates measure labor market slack differently than BLS UR:

Official UR (at the national-level) is constructed from the
CPS (survey of 60k households)

Claims are counts of individuals collecting claims

Duration limits on claims, eligibility restrictions (e.g.,
self-employment, agriculture) Duration Limits IC Only

CPS must also take a stand on who is considered U(e.g.
job search requirements), relatedly has broader UR
measures than U-3 (standard): U-4, U-5, U-6

Not suggesting claims-based measures are identical—they’e not:

Objective is constructing alt. measures capturing consistent
business cycle features, available for much longer horizons
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Comparison with the Insured Unemployment Rate

Our claims-based unemployment rates lie conceptually between
BLS’s UR and DOL’s Insured unemployment rate (IUR)

IUR “
Average Weekly CC

Lagged Covered Employment

IUR also omits workers based on benefit eligibility,
exhaustion, doesn’t take a stance on search requirements

IUR, CBUR are highly correlated, close in levels

But monthly IUR is only available for 1986+ at state level,
1971+ at national level
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U.S. Claims-Based, Insured Unemployment Rates



Claims-Based Unemployment Rates: Fitted Model

In addition to the “raw” claims-based URs, we also conduct a
fitting exercise on state-level unemployment rates. From 1976
onwards we fit the following statistical model:

UROfficial
i,t “ β0,i`β1,ipUR

Claims
i,t ´URClaims

US,t q`β2,iUR
Official
US,t `εi,t

where

UROfficial
i,t is BLS’s official unemployment rate for state i

UROfficial
US,t is BLS’s national unemployment rate

URClaims
i,t ´ URClaims

US,t is the difference between our state
and national claims based unemployment rates



Fitted Model: Intuition and Performance

Fitting exercise captures simple intuition: a state’s official
unemployment rate is likely higher than national rate when they
have a higher claims-based unemployment rate than national

Also anchors estimates around the national unemployment rate,
remove level differences, smooth series

These simple regressions fit the official state-level URs very well
(avg. R2=0.84)

Correlation coefficients of actual, predicted data ą 0.9

We use these fitted models to backcast state unemployment
rates for 1948–75
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Fitted Claims-Based Unemployment Rates



State Business Cycles



Business Cycle Properties of the Data

Using this data we investigate various features of post-war
recessions at state, national level

Lots of recent attention paid to the pace of economic recoveries,
esp. unemployment recoveries

Dupraz, Nakamura, Steinsson (2019), Hall and Kudlyak (2021)

Following Hall and Kudlyak (2021) we compute the pace of
recovery as mean decline in log unemployment over recovery:

Recovery Pace “ ´12 ¨ plogUR0 ´ logURT q{T

First we need to date business cycles first to determine start of
recovery (0) and end of recovery (T ) for each recovery...
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Recession Dating: Approach

There are various approaches to identifying peaks and troughs
in the business cycle

Hamilton (1989), Romer and Romer (2019)

We adopt the relatively simple, unemployment-based recession
dating algorithm proposed in Dupraz, Nakamura, and Steinsson
(2019) (DNS, henceforth) DNS

Generates a close match to the NBER recession dates, Hall
and Kudlyak (2021) chronology of unemployment-based
recession dates

Conceptually similar to the Bry and Boschan (1971)
algorithm, generate similar inflection points

Note: The common alternative to the chronology approach is estimating
recession probabilities from a Markov regime-switching model (Hamilton
(1989)), but inflection points are far more tractable for estimating recovery
speeds, comparing results w/ recent lit. on US unemployment recoveries
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Recession Dating: Takeaways

Unemployment-based recession dates generate a relatively
consistent match on business cycle dates w/ NBER dates

Notable difference: the claims-based unemployment rate series
identifies a double-dip recession in the early 1980s, in line w/
the July 1980–July 1981 recovery identified by NBER, but only
one, longer recession is identified from U.S. unemployment rate

Claims-based unemployment rate generates a closer match w/
NBER dates on troughs than U.S. unemployment

Claims-based unemployment rate series identifies much earlier
peak in 1955/57—DNS algorithm struggles w/ “flat peaks”

Ignoring above, claims-based unemployment rate series
identifies peaks/troughs roughly four months earlier than U.S.
unemployment rate (unsurprisingly so) xcorr
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Recovery Pace: National Recoveries

CBUR Recession Dates
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Recovery Pace: National pace and state-level dispersion



State Recoveries Takeaways

Recession dates and the pace of recoveries at the national level
using our claims-based unemployment rates line-up quite well
with analogous results using the official unemployment rate

State-level analysis reveals some interesting heterogeneity

Of course, with state-level data you can begin to think about
what other factors correlate with features of the business cycle

One thing that jumped out to us: the pace of recoveries is very
strongly correlated with the size of states’ manufacturing sector
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Recovery Paces by State Manufacturing Share

1949, ’54, ’58 Recoveries 1961-2009 Recoveries



State Recession Dates and Related
Robustness Checks



Recession Dating: State-level

CBUR Recession Dates



State Recession Dating Cross-walk

Existing estimates of state recession dates offer a natural
validation exercise for the state-level recession dates derived
from our claims-based unemployment rates

Owyang, Piger, and Wall (2005) study state, regional business
cycles, using a Markov regime-switching model to estimate state
recession probabilities from coincident indexes

They produce estimates of state recession probabilities for
February 1979–June 2002, a sample limited by the availability
of state coincident indexes—in turn limited by the
unavailability of official state unemployment rates pre-1976

We use the Owyang, Piger, and Wall (2005) state recession
probabilities to benchmark our state recession dates estimated
from fitted CBUR using the DNS algorithm
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State Recession Dating Cross-walk: IL



State Recession Dating Cross-walk: CA



State Recession Dating Cross-walk: MS



State Recession Dating Cross-walk: LA



Concluding Thoughts and Next Steps



Conclusion

We digitize state-level unemployment claims data back to
1947 to expand our historical record of unemployment

With this historical claims data we construct claims-based
unemployment rates: highly correlated w/ official
unemployment rates, similar business cycle features

Our claims-based unemployment series doubles the number
of post-war recessions that can be studied at state level

State-level analysis of recoveries highlights that fast
recoveries at the national level are associated with large
dispersion in the pace of state-level recoveries

Our results also suggest that industrial composition is an
important factor associated with the pace of recoveries
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Next Steps and Directions?

Analyze emergence of a national business cycle, network
model direction?

Backdate state coincident indexes, Markov-switching
approach to state recession dating?

Estimate Okun coefficients at state level?

Regardless, we hope our claims-based unemployment rates,
derivative recession dates, and underlying digitized
historical claims prove useful controls, outcome variables
for empirical work w/ U.S. state-level panel data...
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Claims-Based Unemployment Rates: Total Employment
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State-level Max Duration
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Long-Term Unemployment Share
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CBUR: IC Only
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Recession Dating: DNS Algorithm

Gist: identifying local minima and maxima of the
unemployment rate, ignoring low frequency variation in the
unemployment rate

Let ut be a candidate for a cycle peak (cp)

If ut`h ą ucp in all subsequent months until
ut`h`1 ą ucp `X, confirm cp

If ut`h ă ucp, new candidate for cp

After identifying a cp, proceed analogously to identify the
next cycle trough (ct)...

Setting X “ 1.5 identifies unemployment-based peak/troughs
similar to those identified by NBER
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Unemployment Rate-CBUR Cross Correlations
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Unemployment Rate-IUR Cross Correlations
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Recovery Pace: National Recoveries from CBUR
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Recession Dating: State Recession Dates from CBURl
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Unemployment by Census Regions
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